no., R = n,~, 
The projectiqn of ? yn and, ey, has a mean square (Ey ) = f/e ! to a good approximation, is Gaussian distributed: (N(G) ) the expected or mean number of traversals for a particle "located" at $ before it reaches for the firzt time the boundary (thus being "absorbed") at y(max,min) = i[(a/2)/SyJ = g/2. The relation between (N) for a particle at $ and one to either side of it is (N(Y)) = (~(N(~~+~))+B(N(~-L))+L, with (N(y(min))) = (N(y(max))) = 0, where@ is the probability of the particle at 9 taking its next step towards $(max), and 8 the corresponding probability for the step to go towards $(min), @-I-'b= 1. Figure  6 assuming (a/r) =0.125, i.e., 12.5 cm for an equilibriun orbit radius of 1 m, and Fb = 2E,, for protons and alpha particles, and for assumed target thicknesses of 0.1 and 0.5 MeV.
These latter values are smaller than allowed by (r/Z), being Limited by the likely maximum acceleration voltage per turn which can be achieved in practice, bearing in mind that the target loss must be made up completely before the particle enters into the magnetic field again, if the particle is not to receive too large a perturbation.
To consider the effect of synchrotron oscillations:
assume the particle passes through the target2lpsing an average energy AF with variance ((EE) )*. With the accelerator gap in close proximity to the target, the particle will arrive at the gap with the same phase as if there were no energy loss variance. The second time around, however, there will be a phase error <=rp.tps, and the non-synchronous (F will oscillate about the synchronous 'ps according to
with Es, w the synchronous orbit energy and angular frgquency, a the momentum compaction, defined below, ys = (Es+mpc2)/mpc2. If 5 is small, then the above becomes (d2?./dt2)+& = 0, Q2 m -qVmhy21cos~,/2nEs; 5 = 5,cosf&, choosing t=O appropriately.
Causing the particle to deviate impulsively from Es by bE, will change (dcp/dt) = (dz/dt) by an amount a(dz/dt> = hqPfiE/E, resulting in a change of amplitude for 5 given by a(d</dt)/R, in a manner similar to the previous calculation. 
